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1: Brave Frontier 2 forum
Brave Frontier is a mobile (iOS, Android, Amazon and Windows) RPG under development by gumi Asia Pte. Ltd. Quests
Get help with Brave Frontier's Quests! Town Check out your home town! Elements Learn more about Elements!

To get to the capital you can tap the third tab on the very bottom of the main menu. Upon entering the factory
you are granted to three more tabs. A nice extra addition are watermarks behind each tab. They are designs of
the feature in each tab. Weapon crafting has a design of weapons behind its text. Gotta get those crafting
recipes first. Just like item crafting, there are pictures of the materials needed to craft spheres. You also need
sphere recipes to craft new spheres. Same rules as sphere and item crafting apply here, except this time for
weapons. There are three more tabs to be seen in the shopping center. Lucky for us, there are photos to see
what we are purchasing. These items are items you can craft, but instead at a fair price. Thankfully google
translate makes this as easy as it can get. This photo gives it perfectly: Expanding inventory is to increase the
maximum capacity you have for something. The major ones have always been units and items, but there are
many more now. If you ever need space, then this is the place. The one thing to keep in mind is that it costs
gems to do this. You view a list of your items. There are three tabs available to view more of your inventory.
The first tab is for your consumables. The top buttons allow you to filter your items right button and sell items.
Click what you want and it becomes available for your next quest. In the top right corner there are two
additional buttons. Like usual, the right button is a filter. The left button is a quick clear, so if you want a clear
item pallet quick then tap this button. The two buttons at the top right have a filter right button and a sell
button. In the top right corner there is a blue button that will favorite your sphere. Not much else to explain.
There is not much to do here. You can view recipes for crafting things, and view any "important" items you
obtain. Here we have a few options. As per usual, top to bottom. They can be obtained in various ways. For
more on how to use them, go to the next section "Merit Exchange". Here we have some more options. All of
the tabs open a different way to exchange things for merit points. The first tab is to exchange zel regular
currency for merit point. The second tab is for unit exchange. The third tab is a sphere exchange. Select your
spheres and see the absolutely tiny numbers rack up in large quantities. This is a decent method, but comes in
very small amounts. Find out how in sphere list above. Back to the main page. There are multiple tabs to buy
from. The first is for evolution materials and leveling materials. The second tab is for spheres. The third tab is
for rare consumables. I have no idea what the fourth tab is, nothing shows for me as of now. Back to the main
page again. Pay To Play Thing You can pay for a monthly subscription to double your energy and arena orbs.
Everything you do is recorded here. All examples may be false.
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2: Brave Frontier for PC â€“ Free Download
Where Brave Frontier 2 in Japan acts as the direct sequel to Brave Frontier's original story, Brave Frontier: The Last
Summoner explores a completely new branch of the story set a thousand years later and leaving Grand Gaia behind.

Gameplay[ edit ] This section may contain an excessive amount of intricate detail that may interest only a
particular audience. Players are allowed to bring up to 5 units in each stage with a "friend" unit in quest mode.
Players make friends through friend request. After an enemy is defeated, the player proceeds the next stage
until the boss, which is required to go complete a level. After completing, players are rewarded with Zel,
Karma and items, as well as acquiring units from each mission. However, if players fail a quest, they use one
gem to continue. Units have the ability to execute special attacks, known as Brave Bursts. When activated the
unit uses a powerful attack. Brave Bursts can also provide a booth in health points or increase the overall stats
to gain an advantage against enemies. Omni Evolution Units can also do Resonances which requires two of
the same element of Omni Evolution units to spark with each other. Aside from quests, the player can also
fuse units with the ones obtained in each mission in order to level them up. Once a unit is now in its max level,
is it now capable of evolving. The requirements to evolve eligible units are different. Each unit has their own
ranking as well, with the Omni Evolution being the highest. Players can obtain more units through Honor
Summons and Rare Summons, they require players to use gems and Honor Points in order to summon units.
Players can sell units for zel or equip them Spheres and by Gems through micro transactions. Items can also be
synthesized into useful items, such as potions, tonics, and revives. The town provides a lot of items used for
these, some items must be obtained through dungeons cleared by the player. Another thing is the town can
provide more important items if the player upgrade each establishments using karma. Brave Frontier has event
quests available inside the Vortex Gate, allowing players to obtain evolutionary units, Zel or promotional rare
units not found in Rare Summons. In-Game Events are in the Vortex Gate, and players will be rewarded with a
free unit if completed. Players can challenge each other in the arena and win prizes for attaining a certain rank.
Story[ edit ] The land of Grand Gaia is a world ravaged by a war between humans and the Gods that took
place many years ago. It is a land surrounded by a veil of mystery but engulfed in havoc as certain places have
been conquered by four fallen gods, who have betrayed their fellow gods. Amidst the chaos, The Imperial
Army of Randall, capital of Elgaia and the Akras Summoners Hall are doing their best to handle the chaos the
fallen gods and the demonic legions its causing, but have not been able to push them back. Development[ edit
] The game was first announced after the Gaming Company A-Lim was officially registered in March But I
am convinced that if we can somehow represent the fact that players are walking around cities and dungeons,
talking to people and fighting monsters, all on a mobile device, they will really get into the RPG world.
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3: Brave Frontier Hacks Cheats Tool No Download
The latest Brave Frontier Tier List. Brave Frontier tier list is in great demand because of the never-ending list of
legendary heroes. It is a mobile MMORPG and features card collecting and the feel of a console RPG combat.

Tweet Despite having been around for about three and a half years, I feel like not nearly enough people know
about the Cube Escape games. These exceptionally clever puzzle games are somehow a perfect combination
of creepy and funny, and the tenth entry in the series just hit the App Store this week. Do yourself a favor and
pick it up for free! There are worse ways to spend your weekend. Bose makes a sound bar you can actually
afford Brave Frontier: Last Summoner Embark on a fantastic adventure in the Brave Frontier universe â€”
icon game played by millions â€” build an army, fight tyranny and reveal the mystery behind a new world of
fantasy in this epic turn-based JRPG! The Last Summoner lets your wildest JRPG dreams come true as you
get full control over up to 25 characters in a single battle! Feel the freedom of a completely customizable
experience as you obtain fantastic weapons, unlock exceptional skills and obliterate enemies with style thanks
to an impressive cast of stylish characters! Jump into a brave new world and become the legendary general
you were always meant to be! Will you find the truth behind the bifrosts, Summoner? Embark on your most
extraordinary adventure featuring intense battles, high-end graphics, complex customization and content-rich
stories! Control your best space robots, the cosmobots, and send them off to discover the infinite expanse of
space. Gravitate around thousands of planets while venturing ever farther into this infinity. Compare your
results with your friends and become the greatest pilot or, instead, a real scourge for your little robots! But
could this herald a greater peril? Gravity will be both your best ally to navigate and your reference point so as
not to lose yourself in the frozen reaches of the universe. Paradox When the infamous detective Dale
Vandermeer wakes up in an ominous room without any recollection of his past, he soon finds himself part of a
bizarre game orchestrated by an old foe. Dale must solve increasingly challenging puzzles to escape the room
and recover his memories. Paradox is the tenth episode of the Cube Escape series and a continuation of the
Rusty Lake story. We will unfold the mysteries of Rusty Lake one step at a time. Fisher Tycoon Do you have
what it takes to become the best fisherman? In this addictive clicker game you will travel the seas on an
adventure to catch fish and grow your crew while earning cash to upgrade your boat and gear! Ultimate
Treehouse Help Lincoln Loud build the ultimate towering treehouse! Design and build your very own
one-of-a-kind ever-expanding retreat. Customize the look of each floor. Access each floor with awesome
items like bean bags, guitars, comic books, and video games. Level up and earn virtual currency to buy new
rooms and cool decorations. Help Astrid, a daring young Valkyrie, save her mother from the clutches of the
mad god, Odin, and discover her true hidden powers along the way. Explore a strange, new realm in this Norse
Mythology-inspired game, befriending and collecting hundreds of unique Phantoms to help fight by your side.
Journey between worlds, solving challenging puzzles and engaging in strategic turn-based battles with
Phantoms ranging from small, cat-like critters to intimidating Orc warriors. Take down the darkness that
threatens Midgard and all who inhabit it! Rekindle the excitement of classic RPG adventure titles, and
discover the secrets that lie beyond the mysterious Phantomgate! Strategically drag buff bubbles to teammates
and enemies alike to turn the tide of battle in this unique twist on classic turn-based RPG combat. Choose how
your Phantoms evolve into powerful new forms with special elemental items. Choose what will shape your
adventure, your Phantoms, and help save the land of Midgard! Will you launch epic wars and conquer the
entire world? Or rise up as a virtuous leader renowned for your sagacity? Will you set off to explore the
unknown as a pioneer? Or dedicate yourself to helping your own people? Anyone can join or leave a battle at
any time, allowing true RTS gameplay. See an ally being attacked right in your backyard? No isolated bases or
separate battle screens. Map features include natural obstructions such as rivers and mountain ranges and
strategic passes that must be captured to gain entrance to neighboring regions. Eight Unique Civilizations
Choose from one of 8 historical civilizations more to come! Each civilization has its own architecture, unique
units, and special advantages. Dispatch scouts to explore this mysterious land and uncover the hidden treasure
within. Investigate lost temples, barbarian fortresses, mysterious caves, and tribal villages, gather intelligence
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on your enemies, and prepare yourself for the ultimate clash! Unrestricted Troop Movements New orders can
be issued to troops at any time, offering limitless strategic possibilities. Launch a feint at an enemy city, then
circle back and meet up with your alliance army to capture a pass. Dispatch troops to collect lumber from a
nearby forest and have them pick off a few barbarian clans along the way. Forces can also be split up between
multiple commanders so that you can engage in multiple actions simultaneously. Alliance System Full set of
alliance features allow players to help one another: Alliances can expand their territory to gain resources,
capture mountain passes and barbarian outposts to strengthen their position, and work together to unlock
group achievements. Conquer the Kingdom Fight alongside your alliance to take control of this vast kingdom.
Clash with other players and use superior tactics to emerge victorious in a MMO strategy battle royale. Level
up your commanders by defeating barbarians and sending them into battles, then upgrade their abilities using
an RPG style talent tree and skill system.
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4: Brave Frontier, Cube Escape, Warhammer, and the best iPhone games of the week â€“ BGR
Brave Frontier (ãƒ–ãƒ¬ã‚¤ãƒ–ãƒ•ãƒãƒ³ãƒ†ã‚£ã‚¢, Bureibu Furontia) is a Japanese mobile role-playing game developed
and published by A-Lim, originally for Apple's iOS and later for Android and Kindle Fire.

A tier list will help you analyze the strengths and weaknesses of all the characters in the game so that you can
use them accordingly. Tier lists are very important for improving your game score, but usually, only hardcore
gamers understand that. A tier list will compare all the characters in the game and assign them a rank so that
the player knows which character is more powerful than the others in a game. This list is most popular with
fighting and shooting games as such games usually have innumerable characters and legends to play with.
Some of the characters are more powerful than others, so you have to choose wisely among them. The game
takes place in the world of Grand Gaia, where legendary characters have to play their roles to fight against
evil. The fusion of card collection and RPG combat has done magic to the game and made it unique. While
every RPG game has some land that has to be protected from outside enemies, in this game, it is Grand Gaia
that has hidden powers and has been sealed by the Gods. As a player, you will be a summoner who will be
very powerful and will have the access to the Vortex Gate. You will have to fight your way through the
enemies. Brave Frontier has a time-based aspect as well, which is known as Spark and allows the players to
cause extra damage to the opponent and offers extra loot. The summoning menu allows you to facilitate the
card collection system. How to Play the Game? When you start the game, you will get a terms and conditions
menu which you have to agree to in order to proceed. After choosing a username, you have to choose from the
starter heroes which are fire, water, earth, and thunder. After selecting a starter hero, you can go for the
tutorial mode or continue by skipping it. When you proceed in the game, you will gain access to more
elements such as light and dark. Light and dark are strong against each other, while the other elements have a
rock-paper-scissors relationship. The key features in the game are card collecting and fusing, PvP arena,
turn-based combat RPG, and cooperative gameplay. Brave Frontier is free to play and requires the player to
finish all the stages to get into a new arena. As a player, you can bring 5 units in each stage along with a friend
in the quest mode. You can also send a friend request and make a friend. The event quests are present inside
the Vortex Gate which can be used to gain revolutionary units. Gaming Modes Brave Frontier is a roleplaying
game in which there are various modes that require you to choose the characters wisely and accordingly.
Following are the modes in the game:
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5: Brave Frontier 2 - Wikipedia
New adventures with the Dragon Slayers! Shine through the darkness threatening Grand Gaia! Exciting quests and
awesome Units are coming to Grand Gaia in this special return of the BRAVE FRONTIER x FAIRY TAIL collaboration!

The Last Summoner is a stand alone spin-off set in the Brave Frontier universe. Set years before the original
Brave Frontier game, join Brook on his journey from searching for treasure to finding out the origins of the
last summoner. The Last Summoner cheats and tips will help you build your army and fight well. The Last
Summoner cheats, tips and tricks strategy guide! Try the Harvest and Challenge modes! Every time you clear
a stage in the regular story mode, you will be able to play through that stage again in Harvest and Challenge
mode. Every time you clear a stage in Harvest mode, the reward gauge will fill up and more rewards will
come your way. In Challenge mode, the enemies are even stronger and you must be prepared for a fight, but
you can earn valuable rewards like orbs and stuff! These enemies are very tough, with their levels being
boosted by triple the normal amount! Manage your crystals wisely! Brave Bursts are damaging attacks that hit
the entire enemy squad, while Brave Supports focus on buffing your own squad in some way. If you ever roll
units that you already own, keep them around! Fusing duplicates is the key to unlock Roles, which grant that
unit access to a set of special skills that power them up in key ways. Do note that for special units, like the
main character Brook, roles are unlock by playing through special memory missions. Be sure to do these as
they become available so that your units get stronger faster. Get new weapons in the Weapon Parade! Because
the game just launched, you will find a set of special weapons in your inbox. These weapons are great
upgrades to your starting weapons, but they too will become outdated soon enough. When you need to find
more weapons, take a trip to the Weapon Parade, which is only open during certain times of the day. Here you
will fight through battles that have a high chance to drop new weapons for your units. Use only the orb and
free summon! You can also use your hard-earned orbs on the orb summon for a chance at a really good 3 or
4-star unit. However, we recommend not doing the Karma summon. Karma is required for unit evolution, and
the Karma banner takes a lot to roll on it, so we suggest that you hang onto your karma. Evolving your
favorite units is better than potentially having a shot at decent units. If you have any other tips or tricks to
share, let us know in the comments below!
6: Play Brave Frontier on PC with BlueStacks
Hundreds Of Heroes. Millions Of Players. Be A Legend Now! Rise up to the challenge and take on the role of powerful
Summoners in this addictive, free-to-play classic JRPG hit title!

7: Get Brave Frontier - Microsoft Store
Reddit gives you the best of the internet in one place. Get a constantly updating feed of breaking news, fun stories, pics,
memes, and videos just for you. Passionate about something niche?

8: Brave Frontier - Wikipedia
Download this game from Microsoft Store for Windows 10, Windows , Windows 10 Mobile, Windows Phone See
screenshots, read the latest customer reviews, and compare ratings for Brave Frontier.

9: Brave Frontier Tier List: The Latest List - The Tech Nucleus
Welcome to the Brave Blossom Festival , where heroes and riches await you! Find out how you can get Gems, Blossom
Tickets, and your Unit of Choice - and know more about our newest units (as.
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